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SEVENni SYMPOSIUM ON NAVAL HYDRODYNAMICS, ROME, 25-JO AUG 1968 

INTRODUCTION 

The Seventh Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics was b~ld 
in Ro.a, being aponsored by the Marina MilitarP. Italiana, the 
US O~~ice o~ Naval Research ard the Istituto Nazionale per 
Studi ed Esperienze di Archi tettura Navale, w1. th t he collaborll
tion o~ the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. 

The delegates were welcomed at the opening ceremo"-:: 
by Pro~. Luigi Gui o~ the Ministro della Di~esa ·' Capt. C. T. 
Fro cher, USN, Commanding O~~icer o~ the US Of'~ice o~ Naval 
Rese. reb Branch O~~ice, London, representing Rear Admiral 
Thomas Owen, USN, Chie~ o~ Naval Research, and Pro~. E. 
Castagne t o o~ the Consi«l o Nazionale delle Ricerche. 

Cap t . Froscher aa d that the e symposia, sponsored 
pri mer ly by ONR, have been one way o~ the O~~ice 1 s "~ul~il

ling t s m Maion o~ insuring maximum contributions o~ basic 
sci ence to naval e~fectiveness The ~irst symposium was 
he l d i n Wa hington in 1956, and they have since ~ollowed at 
t o-year i ntervals. The first meeting was devoted to general 
s ur veys and critical reviews o~ the atate o~ the art in the 
va r ious ~ield o~ naval hydrodyna~ics, and each subsequent 

ympo um has had one or ~re predominant themes. This 
la e on in Rome was concerned with unsteady propeller 
f orces, ~unda•ental hydrodynamics and unconven t ional propul
s i on. 

The inter a tional character o~ t he symposia has 
been t esti~ied. to by t e wide range o~ papers attracted 
~rom all mari t ime countries, and by the ~act that alternate 
mee ti ngs have been held in the US and other countries 
Ho lland i n 1960, Bergen in 1964, and Rome in 1968. A list 
ot t he symposia and t heir the-as is shown in Appendix I . 

I n conclusion, Capt. Froacher said that he be
li ved t ha these symposia have been signi~icant ~actors 

n con tri bu t ing to the progress o~ hydrodynamics and have 
b eco.a pa tterns o~ the type of international scienti~ic 
i n t e r act i on tha t is so greatly needed in today's world of 
exploding technology. These symposia have helped ~ gen
erate " t he e~ficient system f'or the exchange o~ in~ormation 
and knowledge " called ~or by President Fan~ani in an address 
t o NATO on the "Technology Gap." However, he went on to em
pha i ze that research in itsel~ ia not su~~icient -- the 
r esult s •ust be developed by engineering sk lls to the point 
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where they can Influence the design of new ships and 
weapons, and the needs in the application field must 
in their turn influence future research.  In a gather- 
ing such as the one In Rome, containing research workers, 
naval architects and engineers, there was a wonderful 
opportunity for an exchange of views which could not but 
exert a beneficial Influence on the future. 

ATTENDANCE 

The Symposium was attended by some 260 delegates 
representing 2k   countries.  Among the larger delegations 
were those from France (20), West Germany (1^ ), Great 
Britain (26), Italy (54), the Netherlands (l5) ,   and USA 
(80).  Eastern bloc countries included Poland (l), USSR 
(5), and Yugoslavia (2). 

PAPERS 

There   were   four   formal   sessions,   each   lasting 
from  0800  to   1400  or   later,   at  which   35   papers  were  pre- 
sented„     The   titles   and authors  are   listed   in  Appendix  II, 
and   they will   eventually be  published,   with  discussions,   in 
the   proceedings   of   the   Symposium.      No  attempt  will   therefore 
be   made   to  summarize   the   papers,   but   attention  will  be  drawn 
to  a   few   of  the   more   general  matters   of  Interest. 

The   opening  paper   in   the   session   on   "Unconvention- 
al   Propulsion"   was   given   by  Mr.   A.   Silverleaf,   a   Deputy 
Director  of  the   National  Physical   Laboratory,   England, 
It   was   illustrated  by  a   wealth  of  diagrams   and   tables, 
but   unfortunately   no  pre-prints  were   (or  are   yet)   available. 
He   began  by  calling  attention   to   the   many   recent   changes   in 
the   merchant   and   military  navies  and   the   development   of   such 
special   types   as   hydrofoils   and  hovercraft.     As   a   result, 
there  was   a   great   interest   in  new  forms   of  propulsion, 
and   the   designer  was   faced  with  difficult,    even   embarras- 
sing,   choices.      In   Silverleaf's   opinion,   too   many  papers 
emphasize  only  one  aspect  of  such  new  devices   --   such  as 
hydrodynamic   performance  or   susceptibility   to   cavltatlon   — 
and   neglect   equally   Important   aspects   such   as   low   cost, 
compactness,   weight   and   reliability.      In   making  a   t,elec- 
tion,   each   type   of   propulsion   and   engine   should   be   con- 
sidered   from all   these   points   of  view.      While   new,   un- 
conventional   types   of   craft   may  need   new   types   of  machin- 
ery   and   propulsors,    it   is   highly desirable   to   remember 
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that   for   the   vast  majority  of   ships   operating   today   -- 
perhaps   95  per  cent   --   the   orthodox  marine   propeller   is 
still   the  best   answer   to   propulsion  problems.      In   con- 
clusion,   he   offered  an   "order   of   priority"   for   design 
criteria : 

Type   of   Ship 

Merchant 

Low capital cost 

Reliabllity 

Low fuel cost 

Ease of operation 

Ease of maintenance 

Compactness 

Low weight 

Naval 

Reliability 

Ease of operation 

Rapid maneuvering 

Compa ctness 

Low weight 

Low fuel cost 

Ease of maintenance 
Silence 
Shock  resistance 

In  view  o^'   the problems   of  modern   naval warfare,   the   cri- 
teria   of  silence  and   shock   resistance would   seem   to  merit 
a   higher  place   in  the   order  of  priority than  assigned  by 
Silverleaf.     His   paper   contained  many  large   tables  and 
diagrams,   which will  merit   close   examination  when   the 
printed   text   is   available. 

On   the   subject   of   fully-cavitating   propellers, 
it   was   generally  agreed   that  methods   of design   for   non- 
cavitating  propellers,   using  vortex  theory   techniques, 
could  not   be applied   to   fully-cavitating  types,   and  de- 
signs  were  based  on  empirical  methods.     One   particularly 
urgent   matter was   to  devise  a   method   for  design  away   from 
the   service   condition,   particularly  at   the  hump  or   take-off 
speed   in  hydrofoil  craft,      Mr,   Bavin,   of   the  USSR,   was  of 
the   opinion   that   the   only way   to  design  fully-cavitating 
propellers  was   to  have  a   theory   taking   into account   the 
thickness   of  the  cavity.      Work  at   Kiev   in   1966   showed   that 
the   thickness  effect   could   be   taken   into  account   by   linear 
theory,   but   the   method   had   not   yet   been  used   in  actual  design, 

■ , ., .-J 
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It appeared from the pap 
there were still considerable disc 
hydrodynamic performance and force 
as deduced from different theories 
Experiments are being conducted at 
and Development Center to compare 
those calculated from theories ran 
steady considerations to those of 
many times gave very different res 
Indicated   that   they  are  also  work! 

ers   and   discussions   that 
repancies     between   the 
-generation  of. propellers 
and  as   measured   on  models. 
the  Naval   Ship Research 

the   measured   forces  with 
ging   from  simple,   quasi- 
high   sophistication,   which 
ults.     The  USSR delegates 
ng   on   these   problems. 

Prof.   Castagneto,   discussing   the   differences   In 
hydrodynamic  performance between   theory   and   model   tests, 
said  that   these  differences   sometimes   amounted  to   15<fo,   and 
emphasized   the  good  advice  given  by   the   Netherlands   Ship 
Model  Basin  that   care   and  prudence   should   oe  exercised 
before handing  over   such   theoretical   methods  of design   to 
engineers   until   their   correctness  was   assured,   and   the 
latter   then   needed   time   to  satisfy   themselves as   to   the   re- 
liability of   the   methods.      IT   was   evident   that  further data 
are  needed  on   the   corrections   for  blade   interference  and 
viscosity,   and   research   to   this   end   Is   in  hand   in  a   number 
of   establishments 

Dr.   V.K.   Johnson  of Hydronautics,   Inc.,   gave   a 
very good   '"state-of-the-art"   review  of   water-jet   propul- 
sion.     With  the  advent   of high-speed   special   craft,   marine 
non-cavltatlng  propellers  present   difficulties   in  the  gear- 
ing,   and fully-cavitating  propellers   just   manage   to   "skim 
by"   at   the  off-design   performance  of hydrofoil  craft.     These 
problems   have   revived   interest   in  water-jet   propulsion,   which 
offers an  opportunity  of  improving   low-speed  thrust   perform- 
ance  at   take-off  speeds,     Dr,   Johnson   advocates   the   use   of 
propeller-type   pumps  for  hydrofoil   craft   up  to   35/40 knotp, 
centrifugal pumps  above 80 knots,   with  mixed-flow  pumps   In 
the   Intervening range.     He  also   listed   urgent research  needs, 
which are   engineering   rather  than   theoretical   in  nature: 

1) Development of a light-weight, cavltation-free 
pump, which must cater for the influence of non-uniform 
Inflow due   to   boundary layer and  ducting. 

2) Hydrodynamic   design  of   inlets,   including  the   ef- 
fects  of  non-zero   incidence  due   to   pitching  moment,   boundary- 
layer  ingesticn,   ram  recovery,   external   drag,   cavitatlon 
characteristics,   air   Ingestion  and   off-design   performance, 
with   the   possible   use   of  variable   area. 

MUMaMMBMiMtfliii mmm 
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Dr0 E.R. Quandt, of NSRDC Annapolis Division, 
pointed out that since ships operate at an interface 
it is conceptually possible to use jet propulsion using 
air, water or a mixture. He has been doing research on 
a water-augmented air-jet, which he calls a "mist-jet." 
In the practical application, a gas turbine 
to drive a compressor fan in the air Inlet, 
scoop can then supply a water-spray, giving 
nozzle. 

can be used 
and a water 
a   two-phase 

The calculated efficiency a 
enough to suggest further development 
eluded that the work to date suggests 
are correct within 1 20^5 the propuls 
a water-augmented air-jet can be near 
other devices (say 0.50); the jet is 
deals with large volumes; and is inhe 
since It can run (and start) on air o 
project is  continuing  at   the Annapolis 

ppeared   to  be  high 
Dr,   Quandt   con- 

that   the   results 
ive   efficiency   for 
ly  equal   to   that  of 
of   light  weight   but 
rently  amphibious 
nly.      Work  on   the 
Division  of  NSRDC. 

In  the   discussion  on  Mr,   Hadler's   paper  on   par- 
tially  submerged   propellers,   Capt.   Bindel    (French  Navy) 
drew  attention   to   the  problem of  stopping   ships   so   equipped 
due   to  ventilation   of  the  propellers,   a   decrease   in   thrust 
and  a   consequent   Increase   in   the     head-reach  before   coming 
to   rest.     Mr.   Volplch  pointed  out   that   Denny  Bros,   on   the 
Clyde had used   such   propellers   (called  Vane-wheels   at   the 
time)   some   35  years   ago.     Model   experiments   were   made   in 
1930  using  circular  back  blade   sections,   and   a   120-ft 
ship was  built   having   6-ft-diameter   propellers   run  at 
60  rpm by  geared   diesels        The   best   ratio   of  immersion/ 
diameter was   found   to  be   0»35,   and propulsive  efficiencies 
up   to   0.^8  had  been   obtained,   which  compares  with  about 
0.55  for  side  paddles.     Vospers   (UK)   have   found   that   on 
racing  craft   they  get   higher   speeds   with   semi-submerged 
propellers   having   circular  back   blade   sections. 

PANEL DISCUSSIONS 

In  addition   to   the  formal   sessions   for   the  pre- 
sentation  of  papers,   a   series   of  nine   panel   discussions 
was   arranged   in   the   evenings   from  1700   to   2000  hours. 
They  were  run   in   parallel,   and   were   Intended   to  be   Informal, 
but   In   the   event   they   turned  out  to  be   more  or   less   exten- 
sions  of  the  formal   sessions.     This   was   due   to   a   number 
of   causes   --   the   large  numbers  attending   each  panel   (up   to 

 - ■ --   imm 
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60 In   some   cases);   the  fact   that   because  of  this   they 
had  to  be  held   In  lecture   theaters  rether  than   In  a 
"round   table"   atmosphere;   that  each   speaker had   to   go 
to   the   microphone   to   cope with   simultaneous  Engllsh- 
Jtallan   translations;   and   lastly,   perhaps  because  most 
of  the delegates  were  tired  after   the  six-hour   morning 
sessions  when   eight   to   ten   papers  were   presented. 

The   subjects   covered  by  the   panels were  wave 
resistance,   propeller design,   surface   effects  vehiclea, 
lifting  surface   theory,   ducted  propellers,   hydrofoil   craft, 
numerical   solutions,   propeller-ship  interaction   and   planing 
craft. 

In   the   panel on  surface   effects vehicles,   some 
Interesting  figures were   given   by Aerojet   Corporation   for 
propulsive   efficiencies; 

Overall 
propulsive 
efficiency 

Turbo Turbo 
jet   fan 

18   23 

Amphibious 
Vehicles 

Fully 
Blower cavitating 
fan   propeller 

hh 

Partly Water Water 
sub- jet   jet 
merged ram  flush 
propeller Inlet inlet 

47 60 43 

Over-Water Vehicles Only 

52 

An   opinion was  expressed  by Aerojet  in  favor  of 
water  jet   propulsion  for speeds   in   the   7O-8O knot  range. 
Cdr.   Skolnlck,   in   the   course  of   some   philosophical   remarks 
on   the   future  of  high-speed  ships,   said   that we  are   just 
at   the   threshold   of  new developments   in  ocean   transport 
above and  below water and   that   the   USA   has   embarked   on  a 
program   to   Investigate   their   feasibility.     Ship research 
has  always   been   short  of  funds,   and   the   future  of  marine 
transportation  requires  proper planning  of an  extensive 
research  program.     Tools  such  as   systems  analysis  exist, 
but  are   not   being   us .id  in  marine   designs.     The  surface   ef- 
fects  vehicle   field requires   scientists,   but   eventually will 
need marine   engineers   to  make   it   a   success.     In  his   opinion, 
the  SES  vehicle  has   passed   the   test  by being worth developing, 
and   the   main   barrier   is   now  one   of  attitude  and  instilling 
the  will   to  win. 

1 
1 
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Dr.   Weiler  said   that   for  bulk   transport,   the 
low   cost  of  rail  and   surface   ship  transport   made   them 
supreme.     On   the   other  hand,   he  pointed  out,   cost  alone 
should not  prevent   the  development   of   SFS  craft   if  there 
Is a  need  for   them  --   cost does  not   stop   the US going   to 
the   moon! 

i 

i 

In   the   panel  on  propeller-ship   interaction. 
Dr.   van  Manen   (Netherlands   Ship Model   Basin,   NSMB)  drew 
attention   to   the   effect  of cavltation   on   the  hull pro- 
pulsion  factors,   particularly  the   thrust-deduction   co- 
efficient _t.      In   the   tank _t   is   reduced  with  a   fully- 
cavltating propeller  by as  much as   50^ --   i.e.,   on  a 
full   tanker,   from  0.2   to   0.1.     The   reduction   in  propul- 
sive  efficiency  due   to   cavltation   is   less   for ducted 
propellers   than  for   open  propellers.      In   order   to   study 
the   effects   of  cavltation  on  propulsive   efficiency and 
Its   factors,   using   large  models   run   at   the   correct   scale 
pressure,   NSMB are   contemplating building  a   reduced  pre3- 
sure   towing   tank   capable   of  testing  12-m   (39.^-ft)   models. 
The   tank would   have  dimensions  of   175   m   (575.2  ft),   measur- 
ing   length  by   18   m   (59.0  ft)   by  8   m   (26.2   ft).      Dr.   Klno- 
shlta   (Japan)   said   that  occasionally   tankers  of deadweight 
greater  than   200,000  tons  did not   quite  achieve  the   speed 
predicted  from   tank  tests.     He attributes   this   to   two 
principal  causes:      (l)  While   the   length  of such vessels 
has   Increased  greatly,   the  speed has   not,   and   there   Is 
therefore  a   tendency   for  the   center  of  buoyancy  to be 
moved too  far  forward.      (2)  The   length/beam  ratio  has 
decreased  to  values   less   than  6.0,   which   tends   to  make 
such  ships  directionally unstable,   so   that   they pursue 
a   sinuous   course   at   sea,   thereby  suffering   increased  re- 
sistance . 

Mr.   Bavin   (USSR)   stated   that   since   large   tankers 
do   not   have  fully-cavitating propellers,   he   could  not   ac- 
cept   the   50^ reduction   in _t  mentioned   by  Dr.   van  Manen   -- 
it  must be  much   less.     In   the   case  of   propellers   in  noz- 
zles,   he   said   that   the  bending moments   on   the blades   can 
be  reduced  to   one-third  of  those   experienced  by non-nozzle 
propellers,   and jb would  be reduced   in   a   wake-adapted  noz- 
zle.     Mr,   Lindgren  of   the   Swedish  State  Tank agreed with 
Bavin  that  NSMB  had  overestimated   the   scale   effect  on   t^. 
If such a   large   effect   existed,   it  would   have  been   found 
before,     Lindgren   pointed  out   that   the   new  Swedish cavlta- 
tion   tunnel allows   the   effects  of   cavltation   to   be   investigated 

«Sä*»-" 
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on  B-m   (26.2   ft),   self-propelled  models.      Dr,    Morgan   (NSRDC) 
agreed  that   the   effect  of  cavitation  on   t_  for  super-tankers 
could   not   be  of   the   order   quoted  by   NSMB,     At   NSRDC   some 
woric  has  been  done   on   calculations   of  t,   breoking  it   up 
into   its   components,   and   quite   encouraging  agreement   be- 
tween   calculated   and   measured   model   values  have  been   found 
for  a   body   of   revolution,   with   and  without   appendages,   and 
for  a   merchant   ship. 

VISIT TO   NATIONAL  INSTITUTE   FOR   HYDRODYNAMIC   RESEARCH 

A  new  Institute   for  Hydrodynamic  Research   Is   being 
builr   on   the   outskirts  of  Rome   in   the   part  of   the   city  known 
as  EUR.     This   Is  a   "new  city"   originally   started  before   WWII 
as   the   site   of   the   Olympic   Games.      It  was   subsequently  de- 
veloped  as  a   center  of Italian   Government  administrative 
offices. 

The Italian Nav> has installed a cavitation tunnel 
on the site, which is now operating. It is a standard Kempt 
and Remmers   product. 

The   National  Research   Council   is   building   the  new 
hydrodyramlc   research   institute   on   the   same   site.      Eventual- 
ly  there  will  be   two   towing   tanks   with   respective  dimensions: 

k5h  m   (1490  ft)   x   13.5   m   {hh,3   ft)   x   7  ra   (23.0  ft);   and 

209  m   (685.7   ft)   x   9  0  m   (29.5   ft)   x  k  m   (13.1   ft). 

The first will have a towing carriage with a top speed of 
15 m/sec (49o2 ft/sec), the second a speed of 10 m/sec 
(32.8 ft/sec),  A wavemaker will be installed in the first 
tank, but the type has not yet been decided. 

There will also 
Ing arm facility. 

be a seakeeping tank, but no rotat- 

The long tank is complete so far as concrete work 
Is concerned, and filled with water.  The flat, concrete 
roof Is complete, but no walls are erected and the whole 
plant is a long way from completion. 

mitt^mmm*ama*mmittutm am 
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APPENDIX   I 

First   Symposium  -   "Naval   Hydrodynamics" 

Washington,   D.C.,   22^-28  Sep  1956 
Sponsor.      ONR  and   National  Academy  of  Sciences/ 

National  Research  Council 
NAS-NRC  Publication   515,   1957,   Washington,   D,C $5.00 

Second   Symposium  -   "Hydrodynamic   Noise   &  Cavity   Flow" 

Washington,   D.C.,   25-29 Aug  1958 
Sponsor:      ONR  and  NAS/NRC 
Superintendent   of Documents,   Government  Printing   Office, 
Washington,   D.C.   20h02 
Catalog   No.   D.210.15  ACR   38 1^.00 

Third  Symposium  -   "High  Performance   Ships" 

Schevenlngen,   Holland,   19-22   Sep   I960 
Sponsor:      ONR  and  Netherlands   Ship  Model   Basin 
G.P.O.   Catalog No.   D.210.15  ACR  65 $3.50 

Fourth  Symposium  -   "Propulsion  and   Hydroelasticity" 

Washington,   D.C,   27-31  Aug   1962 
Sponsor:      ONR  and   Webb  Inst.   of   Naval   Architecture 
G.P.O.   Catalog   No.   D.210.15  ACR   92 $6.73 

Fifth   Symposium  -   "Ship Motions   and  Drag  Reduction" 

Bergen,   Norway,   10-12   Sep   1964 
Sponsor:      ONR  and   Norwegian  Model  Basin 
G.P.O.   Catalog   No.   D,210.15   ACR   112 $".25 

Sixth   Symposium  -   "Physics   of   Fluids,   Maneuverability, 
Ocean  Waves  and   Ship Wave  Resistance" 

Washington,   D.C,   28   Sep  -   k   Oct   1966 
Sponsor:      ONR and   Davidson   Laboratory,   Stevens   Inst. 

of  Technology 
G.P.O.   Catalog   No.   D.210,15  ACR   136 $7.00 

Seventh  Symposium  -   "Unsteady  Propeller   Forces,   Funda- 
mental   Hydrodynamics,   Unconventional 
Propulsion" 

Rome,   Italy,   25-30 Aug   1968 
Sponsor:      ONR,   Marina  Militare   Italians   and   Istltuto 
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APPENDIX II 

List of Papers and Authors 

UNSTEADY PROPELLER FORCES 

1.  "Solution of unsteady marine propeller problems, using a vortex 
model," by Dr. N- A Brown (Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.). 

2o  "On the theory of unsteady propeller forces", 
by Prof, R., Yamazaki, Kyushu University- 

3.  "A lifting surface theory of marine propellers", 
by Dr. P.C« Pien and Mr. J» Strom-Tejsen, Naval Ship Research 
and Development Center, Washington, D. C, 

k,     "Experimental and analytical studifiL on propeller-induced 
appendage forces", by A, F. Lehman and Dr. P.. Kaplan, Oceanics, 
Inc, 

5o  "Investigations on the vibratory output of contra-rotating 
screw propellers", by Dr„ R, Wereldsma, Netherlands Ship Model 
Bas in - 

6„  "Experimental determination of unsteady propeller forces", 
by Mr. M. L, Miller and Mr. W Kopko, Naval Ship Research and 
Development Center, Washington, D- C. 

7»  "The response of propuisors to turbulence," by Dr. M. Sevik, 
Pennsylvania State University- 

FUNDAMENTAL HYDRODYNAMICS 

8o  "Recent progress in the calculation of potential flows", 
by Dr, A- M. C Smith, Douglas Aircraft- 

9.  "Naval hydrodynamic problems solved by rheoelectric analogies", 
by Prof, M, L, Malavard, Director of Research, Ministry of Defence, 
France. 

10. "The numerical simulation of viscous incompressible fluid flows", 
Dr, Co W. Hirt, University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Lab. 

11. "Theoretical studies on the motion of viscous flows", 
by Paul Lieber, S, M. Desai, L- Rintal, Kirit Yajnik, University 
of California 

12. "A contribution to the theory of turbulent flow between parallel 
plates", by Dr A S, Iberail, General Technical Services, Inc. 
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13.    "Numerical experiments on convective flows in geophysical 
fluid systems", by Prof. S. A. Piacsek, Argonne National 
Laboratory. 

Ik.    "Progress in turbulence theory", by Dr. R. H. Kralchnan, Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institute, 

15. "Strip theory and power spectral density function application 
to the study of ship geometry and weight distribution Influence 
on wave bending moment", by Prof. S. Marsich and Dr. P. Merega, 
Genoa University. 

UNCONVENTIONAL PROPULSION 

16. "Prospects for unconventional marine propulsion devices", 
by Dr. A,  Silverleaf, National Physical Laboratory, England. 

17. "Design principles of cavitating propulsors and development, 
in terms of these, of screw propellers of higher erosion 
resistance for the ships "Raketa" and "Meteor"", by Prof. 
I. A. Titoff, Dr. A. A. Rousetsky and Dr. E. P. Georgievskaya, 
Kiyloff Shipbuilding Research Institute. 

18. "Supercavitating propeller theory - The derivation of induced 
velocity", by Mr,  G.  G. Cox, NSRDC. 

19. "The evolution of a fully cavitating propeller for a high speed 
hydrofoil ship,Mby Mr. B. V. Davis, De Havilland Aircraft of Canada, 
and Dr.  J. W. English, National Physical Laboratory, England. 

20. "A theoretical and experimental study on the dynamics of hydro- 
foils as applied to naval propellers", by Prof. E.  Castagneto, 
Univ.  of Naples, and T.  Col.  P.G. Maioli, Centre Esperienze 
Idrodinamiche della Marina Militare Italiana. 

21. "Water Jet propulsion", by Mr, V.  E, Johnson, Hydronautics, Inc. 

22. "Analysis of the propulsion efficiency of ar. air-water Jet  (mist- 
Jet)  for high-speed ships", by Dr.  E,  R.  Quandt, NSRDC, 
Annapolis, 

23. "Performance criteria of pulse-Jet propellers, by Dr. M.  Schmiechen, 
West Berlin Towing Tank. 

2k.    "Design analysis of gas-turbine power plants for two-phase 
hydropropulsion", by Dr. R,  Pallabazzer, Polytechnic of Milan. 
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25»  "Fluid mechanics of swiraraing propulsion", by Prof. T. Y. Wu, 
California Institute of Technology. 

26,  "Theory of the ducted propeller", by Prof. J. Weissinger and 
Dr. D. Maass, Technical University Karlsruhe. 

27«  "Studies of the application of ducted and contra-rotating 
propellers on merchant ships", by Mr. G. Dyne, Mr. C-A. Johnsson 
and Mr. H. Lindgren, Swedish State Ship & Experiment Tank. 

28. "Comparisons of theory and experiment on ducted propellers", 
by Dr. W. B. Morgan and Mr, E. B. Caster, NSRDC. 

29. "The bladeless propeller", by Prof. J. V. Foa, Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute. 

30. "On propulsive effects of a rotating mass", by Prof. A. Di Bella, 
University of Genoa. 

31. "The aerodynamics of sails", by Prof. J. H. Milgram, M.I.T. 

32. "Magnetohydrodynamic propulsion for sea vehicles", by Prof. 
E. L. Resler, Cornell University. 

33. "Performance of partially submerged propellers", by Mr. J. B. 
Hadler and Mr. R. Hecker, NSRDC. 

31*.  "Oscillating bladed propellers", by CAPT S. G. Bindel, 
Delegation Generale H la Recherche Scientifique et Technique, 
Paris. 

350     "Unusual two-propeller arrangements", by Mr.   T.  Munk and 
C.  W,   Prohaska,  Hydro- and Aerodynamics  Laboratory, Lyngby, 
Denmark. 
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